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Ethos

• Many advances have been made in biomedical science. 
• But these have sometimes been at the cost of emotional engagement. 
• The establishment, maintenance and clinical use of therapeutic 

relationships, and the parallel group application in therapeutic 
environments, are at the heart of good psychiatric practice .

• Training for these skills has sometimes become less important than the 
technical aspects of practice

• This imbalance is currently being redressed in the work of therapeutic 
communities and the field of personality disorder in the UK. 

• The work has been supported by the English Department of Health’s 
‘National Personality Disorder Programme’.

• Through this and other related developments, many innovative aspects 
of educational practice have been developed.



Aims

• Understanding the place of in-depth experiential training 

• Its relation to various psychoanalytic, humanistic, systemic 
and psychosocial therapeutic approaches.

• Its part in the British National Personality Disorder 
Programme

• To demonstrate the utility of this approach for wider use, for 
example developing suitable training programmes in 
developing countries with poor and damaged infrastructure.

• We will help to set up workshops to deliver this experiential 
learning anywhere in the world with conference delegates 
interested in collaborating with us  
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• Therapeutic Communities developed in UK following the wartime psychoanaltytic
experiments of Bion, Foulkes, Bridger, Main and others at Northfield, and the 
social psychiatry movement following Maxwell Jones' foundation of the Henderson 
Hospital in London.

• Although the services have changed over the last 60 years, a training programme 
based on these exact principles has been delivered since the 1980s, with the 
British 'Association of Therapeutic Communities' and other organisations.

• The format is of a three day experiential workshop, of intensive group relations 
training, as a transient therapeutic community for staff training. Between two and 
six of these have  now been run every year for nearly 20 years, mostly in UK and 
Italy, and the outcome results have been analysed.

• This presentation will present the results of that evaluation.



The Living-Learning Experience



The courses…

About 850 students since 
1995.

The written evaluation covers 
19 courses,  Nov 2006 - Jan 
2012.

2 – 4 courses per year.

8 – 28 students per course, 
total 319.
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The evaluation…

So far, feedback has been used immediately for course planning 
and improvements.  Now we are looking at it all together to get 
an overview.

3 questionnaires:  Mix of comments and ratings out of 10.

• Q1 (before course):  Reasons for coming, expectations and 
previous experience.  Response rate 82%.

• Q2 (at end of course):  Immediate reactions and rating aspects out 
of 10.  Response  85%.

• Q3 (3 months later):  Effects, overall rating & anything they would 
have changed.  Response 26%.



3 months later:  Do you feel the course was a 
helpful experience? (Rated 0-10)
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helpfulness of the 
course at 10/10.

5% rated 
helpfulness below 
6/10.



Blue trend line shows a slight 
improvement over time (cc=0.24, 
p<0.05).

Other ratings out of 10 might also 
show a slight improvement but it’s 
not as clear.

A few low helpfulness scores  in 
early groups contribute to the trend.  
Students who are struggling might 
have been noticed and supported 
better in more recent groups.

No clear relation  found to number 
of students or  previous experience.
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How was it helpful?

It aided my reflection and thoughts 
about my role in groups which was 

what I wanted it to do and it increased 
my insight into what goes on… The 

value is in how it has helped my 
thinking and understanding.

Hard to put it 
into words, but 
I won’t forget 
it…

Helped me look 
at things from the 
residents point of 
view

… meet others 
doing similar 

work as myself 
and benefit from 

their 
experiences

… gained the 
tools to help 
support my 
own needs…



What was different about the people who 
were most pleased (10/10) by the course?

Felt –

• Encouraged

• Supported

• Valued

• Safe

Learned –

Pause,  Listen

OK not to –

• Rescue
• Fix conflicts
• Act
• Talk

p=0.000003
Pleased scores  8 - 10

p=0.02
Pleased scores  7 - 10



What did they all gain?

0 20 40 60 80 100

Little / not at all

Other ways

Personal impact, use of self

Personal skills

Knowledge / theory

Team / organisational…

% of replies mention this theme

gained after 3 months at course end expectations



What did students remember after 3 months?



The students were asked what they remembered after 3 months 
and gave some wonderfully varied replies.

Feeling of having no 
control over anything, 
feeling manipulated.  
Enjoyable experience, 
overwhelming.  
Interesting.  Relevant to 
work, insightful of 
treatment process

How intimate our small 
group was and what 
really made it work over 
a few days, and the 
anxiety around the 
member who could not 
stay in the community

They often remind me of my own time as a client in a Therapeutic  
Community, both in terms of the structure and of the feelings involved. 

This suggests the course mimics a TC setting well.



Familiar discomfort

questions were raised 
about not being 

involved in teamwork

The frustration of appearing 
to arrive at a decision only for 
one member of the group to 
raise an objection or suggest 
an alternative and then the 

whole issue would be debated 
again - at some length

…that a  bunch of 
adults descended 

into childlike 
behaviour…

If people did not want to 
participate they wasted time 

asking silly questions….

I was confused and 
felt continually 

watched

I wanted to get 
away at times 

felt confused and 
cross at times no time for 'own time’

I prefer smaller 
groups



One person remembered -
• Beautiful location; not having time to myself /  being with people 

24/7; feeling that one person in my small group needs outside help; 
having fun playing the Murder Mystery game on Saturday night; 
enjoying cooking lunch; enjoying eating with the group; snow storm 

and frustration at not being able to leave immediately (i.e. staff 
questioning motivation of people wanting to leave early)

And would change –

• …[be warned about sharing] a bathroom with a large number of 

people…  more free time to explore the area and self-reflect 
(especially this people who, like myself, volunteered to share a room)

Practical issues, or about how difficult it is to be so close to people?



Many people did seem to ‘get’ that the difficulties 
were an important part of the experience.

... I felt a little lost throughout - but I think 

that was part of  my own lesson….

…joining instructions frustrating …vague and woolly but 

looking back I think this lack of  clarity enhances the 

sense of  joining something and 'creating' a community

... found some aspects of  the course to be rather 

uncomfortable, [but] it did provide me with an awareness 

of  how a 'damaged individual' might feel when joining…

...I did not like the idea of  being timetabled and time 

became a major factor … however having now been in 

this TC, I can understand the importance of  boundaries...



Implications

• Most people who replied to the questionnaire 3 

months after the course felt they had been helped
by the course and could identify ways their work 
had been enhanced.  

• There might also be a slight increase in positive 
impact over time.

• The course  gives an experience which feels like that 

of a client in a Therapeutic  Community.



Future evaluation

• Simplification of questions to capture 
intended outcomes.

• Increased use of online questionnaires.

• Linked sequential questionnaires, without 
compromising anonymity.

• Responses  will guide systematic quality 
improvement



Future training courses

• A separate reflective space after the course 
might help people understand consciously 
what they have experienced, and help them 
think about how to apply it deliberately to 
their work.

• Implementation in different cultures.

• Come and be part of our experiment!
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Web Resources

• www.personalitydisorder.org.uk

• www.personalitydisorderkuf.org.uk

• www.therapeuticcommunities.org

• www.livinglearningexperiences.com

• www.institutemh.org.uk

http://www.personalitydisorder.org.uk/
http://www.personalitydisorderkuf.org.uk/
http://www.therapeuticcommunities.org/
http://www.livinglearningexperiences.com/
http://www.institutemh.org.uk/


Contact us

• Yousuf Rahimi  tel 00 93 7904 92522 
Email  yousufrahimi@gmail.com

• Rex Haigh tel 00 44 7768 546963

Email rexhaigh@nhs.net

• LLE Office tel 00 44 1304 239621 
enquiries@livinglearningexperience.com

mailto:yousufrahimi@gmail.com
mailto:rexhaigh@nhs.net
mailto:enquiries@livinglearningexperience.com


All these slides 

will be available 

at:

www.livinglearningexperiences.com

http://www.livinglearningexperiences.com/

